
Installation Manual

1. Establish Levels and Prepare Tracks and Channels

1.1 Establish Levels

1. Mark a level reference point with a laser marker or manually with a stringline and spirit level around the
middle height of the opening on one side and repeat on the other side.

2. Find the top level by measuring from the middle reference point of the opening to the top on both sides.
If the measurements are not the same, the Cast Bracket or Pelmet End Plate on the highest side
will need to be installed lower to ensure the Keyway Tube of the blind is level.

3. Find the bottom level by measuring from the middle reference point of the opening to the bottom on
both sides.

If the floor or bottom resting point is not level, the cutting length of the Channel and Track will be
different on the left and right hand sides.

1.2 Prepare Tracks and Channels

1. Cut the channels to the lengths determined during the previous step (1.1 establish levels).
2. Tracks should be cut between 5-20mm longer than a channel; the below information is a general

guideline but each blind configuration must also be considered: 
Up to 2500mm drop, approximately 15mm longer than channels.
Over 2500mm drop, approximately 10mm longer than channels.
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Tracks are cut longer than channels to guide the spline into the correct position to roll onto the 
keyway tube and optimise skin appearance. 

NOTE: The following factors should also be considered to ensure spline does not rub against the top of the
track when blinds are retracted:

Height of the blind
Size of the pelmet
Size/diameter of the keyway tube
Type of fabric/skin

1.3 Track Identification

1. Identify the tracks supplied by your fabricator. The track-preparation method of the new 2021 Track 
is different and requires the use of the new Track Prep Tool.

1.4 Prepare new 2021 Tracks

The 2021 Track requires the use of the new Track Prep Tool.

1. Using a metal file, deburr the track walls to remove all sharp edges and burrs. . Do not file the track 
inner edges (grooves); filing the inner edges before using the Prep-Tool will deform and sharpen the
ends, causing damage to the side spline.

2. Rest one end of the 2021 Track against a fixed structure with a protective stopper.
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3. Insert the Track Prep Tool into the other end of the 2021 Track.

6. Using a hammer, strike the end of the Track Prep Tool 2 or 3 times until the inbuilt stop prevents any
further insertion, the inner edge of the track will now be shaped.
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7. Insert a Guide Funnel into the 2021 Track and tap into place until flush.
8. Remove any excess plastic that may have come off the outer edge of the Guide Funnel.
9. Measure 10mm down from the rear of the 2021 Track and drill a central 4mm hole through the back of

the Track and into the Guide Funnel. 
10. Insert and pop a 4mm wide x 10.5mm long rivet.

1.5 File Tracks (2018) and insert Guide Funnels

1. File the top inner track walls to remove all burrs and sharp edges.
2. Round the inner wall of the track between 5mm and 10mm, see diagram below.
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3. Tap the guide funnel into the top of the track with a hammer until flush.
4. Remove any excess plastic that may have come off the guide funnel.
5. Measure 10mm down from the rear of the track and drill a central 4mm hole through the back of the

track and into the guide funnel.
6. Insert and pop a 4mm wide x 10.5mm long rivet.

2. Assemble Pelmet

2.1 Streamline – 2-Part Pelmet

1. Check to make sure the top/back and front pelmet covers have an Insect Control Brush inserted by the
fabricator.

Two threads should be present holding the bristles together for transportation.
Remove these threads to release the bristles and enable the brush to operate.
To avoid the brush interfering with the track, ensure the bristles have been trimmed 30mm at each
end.

2. Attach the top/back pelmet cover to the pelmet end plates at each end using 3 countersunk 6G x 3/4''
stainless steel screws.
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3. Insert the 'leg' of the pelmet end plates onto the side channels.
4. Streamline Pelmets for Mesh blinds greater than 2800mm high and 4000m wide require a plastic insert

inside the front cover to ensure smooth operation.  If not already inserted during fabrication, please
perform the following:

Take the flat plastic insert and remove the plastic film
On the front cover, identify the middle point for the insert placement.
Insert the non-folded section into the top groove.
Flex the insert into shape so that folded section sits behind the ridge on the bottom of the pelmet
cover.
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2.2 Streamline – 3-Part Pelmet (REAR LOADING)

1. Check that the No-U Shape pelmet ends have steel cradle plates installed for mounting the keyway tube.
2. Streamline Pelmets for Mesh blinds greater than 2500mm high and 4000m wide require a plastic insert

inside the front cover to ensure smooth operation.  If not already inserted during fabrication, please
perform the following:

Take the flat plastic insert and remove the plastic film
On the front cover, identify the middle point for the insert placement.
Insert the non-folded section into the top groove.
Flex the insert into shape so that folded section sits behind the ridge on the bottom of the pelmet
cover.

3. Blinds wider than 3000mm require additional supporting brackets inserted into the top pelmet cover
before the back cover is attached during the final stage of an installation.

Bracket chart for 165 mm Pelmet

Blind length Quantity of brackets required
4.5 to 6.0 metres 2
3.0 to 4.5 metres 1
Below 3.0 metres NO bracket required

Bracket chart for 135 mm Pelmet

Blind length Quantity of brackets required
5.0 to 6.0 metres 2
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Blind length Quantity of brackets required
3.0 to 5.0 metres 1
Below 3.0 metres NO bracket required

4. Assemble the top and front pelmet covers to the end plates and mark the location where the supporting
bracket(s) will be placed.

Distribution of the supporting brackets must be equal along the length of the Top Cover, see table
below:

5. At each end, attach the top and front pelmet covers to the end plates using 3 x countersunk 6G x 16mm 
stainless-steel screws.

6. On the bottom of the front cover, mark additional fixing points at 10mm in from the end plate.
7. With a 4mm drill bit, pre-drill both holes.
8. Insert and pop 4mm rivets into place to secure.
9. Insert the 'leg of the pelmet end plates onto the side channels.

2.3 Traditional Pelmet

1. Fix the top/back pelmet cover to the end plates using 4mm aluminium rivets – two at the top and two at
the back of each plate.

2. Insert the ‘leg’ of the pelmet end plates onto the side channels.

3. Mounting Frame

3.1 Angles

Where necessary, aluminium angles can be utilised with reveal channels for face fix applications.

Blinds up to 4000mm wide
40 x 25 x 1.6mm angle
recommended

Blinds 4001mm to 6000mm wide
40 x 25 x 3.0mm angle
recommended

Larger angles can be used when protruding objects will
interfere with blind operation
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1. Create a cut out in the angle for the pelmet end plate or cast end bracket so it will sit flush against the
wall.

2. Use a nibbler/tin snips or a grinder to create the cut out.
3. Mount the angles to the opening.
4. For a professional finish, apply touch up paint to the mounting screws.
5. Insert reveal channels into the leg of the pelmet end plates and lift the frame of the blind onto the

mounted angles.
6. Clamp the reveal channels to the mounted angles ensuring they sit flush.

Use monel, 4mm stainless steel or aluminum rivets to connect the two pieces together.
Use painted rivets or apply touch up paint for a neat appearance

3.2 Pelmet and Channel Frame

1. Lift the pelmet/channel frame into the cavity.
2. Mount the pelmet end plates to the cavity on the side, back or top.
3. Mark the fixing points for attaching the side channels at 200mm from the top and from the base of the

channel.
4. Additional fixings must be spread evenly along the channel at a maximum of 500mm apart.
5. Mount the side channels at these fixing points using appropriate fasteners for the outdoor structure.
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4. Mounting Keyway Tube and Skin

4.1 Spring Balanced

4.1.1 Pre-Tension Check
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1. Before mounting the keyway tube, inspect the SuperSpring to ensure that it has been pre-tensioned bythe
fabricator.

2. For SuperSprings that have not been pre-tensioned, the plastic spring locking clip will be loose and not
clipped into the locking slot.

3. To identify, the green, yellow, or grey plastic spring locking clip (pawl) located on the black crown at
the end of the blind will be clipped into the locking slot if the spring has been pre-tensioned.
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Green Short, Medium and Standard Superspring
Yellow Helper Superspring
Grey Heavy Duty Superspring
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4.1.2 Single Spring Pre-tensioning (Green Pawl):

1. Tension the spring with vice grips by turning the metal tab in a clockwise direction; one full rotation is
one turn.

As a general guide; blinds measuring 2.4m high and 3m wide will require 25 turns for PVC and
20 turns for Sunscreen Mesh fabrics.
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2. When completed, lock the spring by aligning the green spring locking clip (pawl) with the locking slot
on the crown and push the clip into place.

For single SuperSpring installations, the spring is always on the left of the blind and the idler on
the right.

4.1.3 Dual Spring Pre-tensioning (Green + Yellow or Grey + Yellow Pawls)

1. Tension both springs by using vice grips to rotate the metal tab towards the rear at each end of the blind.

NOTE: When discussing the FRONT of the blind and L/H and R/H Brackets and End Plates, the FRONT is
always roll-side, meaning the side that the roll is protruding towards.

To ensure both springs are tensioned in the same direction, the metal tab at one end of the keyway will
be rotated in a clockwise direction and the metal tab at other end will be rotated in an anti-clockwise
direction.
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1. For dual spring installations, the Standard or Heavy Duty SuperSpring is always on the left of the blind
and the Helper is on the right.

GREY PAWL 
(left)

Dual Spring with Heavy Duty Spring (Grey) &
Helper Spring (Yellow)

YELLOW PAWL (right)

GREEN PAWL 
(left)

Dual Spring with Standard Spring (Green) &
Helper Spring (Yellow)

YELLOW PAWL 
(right)

It is generally safer to add tension and remove later, than add tension once the blind is mounted.

Additional Safety Information

As an additional safety measure for larger front-loading spring balanced blinds, it is possible lock the spring to
the steel bracket.  This application will require No U pelmet end plates with rear blind loading kits which
contain the steel cradle plates and hitch clips.

4.2 Spring Balanced – FRONT LOADING

1. From the front of the opening, slide the idler/pin end on the right-hand side of the keyway tube sideways
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into the U-cradle of the end plate.
When using a 93mm keyway tube with a pelmet, it may be necessary to partially unroll the skin to
enable mounting into the U-cradle.

2. Insert the spring end of the keyway tube into the end plate on the left-hand side.
Ensure that the spring locking clip (pawl) is facing downward at the base of the blind so that it can
be accessed from underneath to adjust the spring tension.

4.3 Spring Balanced – DUAL SPRING

1. From the front of the opening, insert the Yellow helper spring onto the right-hand side end plate.
2. Unlock the helper spring by carefully rotating the keyway tube towards the rear of the opening.
3. Ensuring the helper spring is unlocked, turn the keyway tube in any direction and insert the spring on the

left-hand side onto the end plate.
Rotating the keyway tube before the helper spring is unlocked will break the spring locking clip
(pawl).
Ensure that the spring locking clips are facing downward at the base of the blind so that they can
be accessed from underneath to adjust the spring tension.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Ziptrak® blinds with two Super Springs need to be installed by two 
people as they are heavy and difficult to handle.

4.4 Spring Balanced – REAR LOADING

1. From the rear of the opening, slide the idler/pivot pin end of the keyway tube into the steel cradle plate
and lock into place with the hitch clip.

This will be the right-hand side when viewing from the front and the left-hand side when viewing
from the rear.
When using a pelmet with the 93mm tube, it may be necessary to unroll part of the blind to enable
you to insert the blind into the steel cradle.

2. Insert the metal tab at the spring end of the blind into the steel cradle.
Ensure that the spring locking clip (pawl) is facing downward at the base of the blind so that it can
be accessed from underneath to adjust the spring tension.

3. Lock into place with the hitch clip inserted through the metal tab.

4.5 Motorised

1. From the front or rear of the opening, insert the MOTOR end of the keyway tube first.
2. Lock into place with the clip supplied by the motor supplier.
3. Insert the idler/pin on the other side of the keyway tube into the steel cradle plate.
4. Lock the idler/pin into place with the hitch clip.
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5. Assemble Bottom Bar and Testing

5.1 Bottom Bar

If the bottom bar has not been inserted onto the skin during fabrication:

1. Lower the skin of the blind to half height and lock the spring by pushing the spring locking clip (pawl)
into the locking slot on the crown so the blind does not retract.

2. Insert the bottom spline at one end and slide the bottom bar onto the skin of the blind.
3. Ensure the bottom bar is sitting an equal distance in from each end of the spline, usually between 4 and

5mm.

Standard and Heavy-Duty Bottom Bar:

4. Insert the bottom bar guide into the end of the bottom bar and fasten with the supplied screw.
5. Repeat inserting the bottom bar guide at the other end if not already in place.

XHD Bottom Bar: 

4. Bottom bar guides for the new XHDBB have an inbuilt fabric clamp, these are designed with some
flexibility to enable the skin to slide though by carefully wedging open the two sides of the fabric clamp
with a metal tool.
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5. Check the skin is central on the XHD Bottom Bar, clip on the back cover of the inbuilt fabric clamp and
secure to the skin with the stainless-steel screws supplied.

6. Clip on the front cover for a tidy appearance.

Note 1: Bottom bar guides for the XHDBB have an inbuilt fabric clamp, these are designed with some flexibility to 
enable the skin to slide though by carefully wedging open the two sides of the fabric clamp with a metal tool.

Note 2: Spring balanced blinds will have the central locking mechanism installed during fabrication. 

Note 3: Motorised blinds will have weight bars inserted into the bottom bar during fabrication.  

5.2 First spring pre-tension and skin check

Once the bottom bar is installed, check the spring pre-tension and skin position on the keyway so any
necessary adjustments can be made.

1. Lower the blind from the centre of the bottom bar.
2. If the blind drops down and will not stay in position, additional spring pre-tension is required.
3. If the blind retracts (winds up), a reduction in spring tension is required.

E.g. The tension should be just enough to hold the bottom bar at the top without springing up
against the pelmet.

4. If the blind moves up or down slightly (e.g. 10mm), no adjustment is necessary as additional friction
will occur between the spline and track during the next stage of the installation process.

5. Visually inspect the skin to ensure it is central on the keyway tube.
Slide the skin sideways to centralise if required.
There should be around 5mm of the skin overhanging the edge of the keyway tube on each side.

To reduce pre-tension
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1. Lock the spring pawl into place, check the metal tab is moving within the cradle or steel bracket with a
slight rotation of the keyway tube.

1. If it does not rotate, the spring is not locked.
2. Raise the metal tab out of the cradle or steel bracket.
3. Rotate the keyway tube so that fabric is unrolling from the tube and lowering the bottom bar.

Each full revolution of the keyway tube is one turn of the spring.
4. Lower the metal tab back into the cradle or steel bracket.
5. Unlock the spring pawl.
6. Lower and raise the blind to test the spring pre-tension.

To add pre-tension

1. Lower the blind skin.
2. Lock the spring pawl into place, check the metal tab is moving within the cradle or steel bracket with a

slight rotation of the keyway tube.
If it does not rotate, the spring is not locked.

3. Raise the metal tab out of the cradle or steel bracket.
4. Rotate the keyway tube, so that fabric is rolling onto the tube and raising the bottom bar.

Each full revolution of the keyway tube is one turn on the spring.
5. Lower the metal tab back into the cradle or steel bracket.
6. Unlock the spring pawl.
7. Lower and raise the blind to test the spring pre-tension.

5.3 First motorisation and skin check

1. Check installation instructions supplied by the motor manufacturer.
Rotation direction, upper/lower level setting etc

2. Attach the power source and check the blind is operating up and down correctly.
Ensure the motor environment is dry.
Creating a dripping loop in the motor cable may be necessary.

3. Visually inspect the skin to ensure it is central on the keyway tube.
Slide the skin sideways to centralise if required.
There should be around 5mm of the skin overhanging the edge of the keyway tube on each side.

6. Mounting and Securing Tracks

To ensure integrity of the side spline, check that the top of each track has been pre-filed correctly and a guide
funnel installed according to the instructions in the preparation section of this guide.

For installations where a bottom bar does not meet a surface, install track bottom caps to create a stopping
point for the bottom bar.

1. Insert bottom cap to the base of the tracks.
2. Rivet into place from the rear of the track with the supplied rivets.
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3. Any excess plastic ridging can be removed with a Stanley knife for a neat finish.

6.1 Spring Balanced

1. Retract the skin onto the keyway tube so the bottom bar guides are located above the channels.
2. Using a ‘scooping’ action at a 45-degree angle, swing the track into the length of the channel on each

side.
3. Lift the bottom bar slightly up on one side to encourage the side spline through guide funnel at the top of

the track.
Repeat on the other side.
The spline should feed through each guide funnel at a 90-degree angle.
Adjust the skin on the keyway tube to correct this angle if required.

4. Straighten one side of track into a vertical position by pushing gently into the channel.
Repeat on the other side.
Ensure both tracks are at 90-degree angles to the keyway tube and bottom bar.

5. Slowly pull the blind down from the centre of the bottom bar.
The tracks will adjust within the channel to the appropriate width.
Tracks can be positioned up to 11mm out from the channel.
For best performance, leave a 1mm gap between the inner edge of the bottom bar guide
assembly and the track. Wider gaps may reduce spine durability and ease of operation.
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6. Push the blind up and down to identify any ‘tight’ sections.
Adjust track if required to achieve a smooth appearance.
Do not over tension the tracks, blind fabrics expand and contract in different weather conditions
and damage may occur to the spline tape if too tight.

7. Pull the blind down and on the front or back squirt a liberal amount of food grade silicone spray (Helmar
H4000) to both tracks

8. Use a spirit level on both sides to ensure the tracks are vertically level (plum) and at 90-degree angles to
the keyway tube and bottom bar.

9. Mark the channels for rivets to secure the tracks.
Rivets can be installed on either the front or rear face.
Always place the first rivet 200mm down from the top of the channel on each side to allow for
flex in the track as the skin rolls off the keyway tube.
The bottom rivet must be a minimum of 150mm from the bottom, so it does not interfere with the
bottom bar locking mechanism.
Rivet spacing between the upper and lower fixing points is every 500mm or more often if
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required by the application.
10. Using a 4mm drill bit, pre-drill rivet holes at the top and bottom left- and right-hand fixing points.
11. Place the rivets into the four fixing points but do not POP into place yet.

For blinds up to 4000mm wide, use 4mm aluminum rivets.
For narrow blinds in areas prone to high winds or blinds over 4000mm wide, 4mm stainless steel
rivets are recommended.
Use coloured rivets to match or apply touch-up paint for a neat finish.

12. Push the blind up and down to check its operation and skin appearance.
Minor memory effect fabric or spline distortions from the pre-installation fabrication and
storage/transportation processes are common, these often reduce or disappear over time with
varying weather conditions.
Ensure the bottom bar moves freely up and down the entire length of the track with no tight spots.

13. When you are satisfied with the skin appearance and the blind is operating correctly, pop the top left and
right rivets followed by the bottom rivets.

Be careful not to damage the track and channel.
14. Drill the remaining rivet holes on the channel marks and place rivets into the holes.
15. At each horizontal level, pop the remaining left- and right-hand rivets into place whilst checking the

blind moves freely.
You may need to adjust previous rivets as you progress.
The blind should move freely with only light fingertip operation.

6.2 Motorised

Follow the steps in the previous section to install and adjust the tracks but use the motor to operate the blind up
and down. As per Ziptrak recommendations, electric motors with obstacle detection should be utilised. Before
continuing, please ensure this type of motor has been supplied.

Lower limit:

Follow the motor manufacturer’s instructions to set the lower limit.

Upper limit:

Top stops for motorised blinds should sit flush with the inner edge of the track (see Section 6.5 Top Stops).

Motors with obstacle detection will detect the bottom bar guide touching the top stops and automatically set
the upper limit. The bottom bar stops level and is visually appealing, this also ensures the blind does not retract
above the top stop and into the pelmet.

Follow the motor manufacturers instructions for programming.

6.3 Secure Fabric Clamps (Standard and HD Bottom Bar)

1. Check the skin is central on the bottom bar.
Ensure the outside edge of the side spline at both ends of the blind is 15mm from the vertical
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plastic riser on the bottom bar guide.

2. Place the front and back pieces of the fabric clamp above the bottom bar guide covering the vertical
plastic riser on each side of the skin.

3. With the screw clamp preferably facing outside, fasten the front and back pieces together with the
stainless-steel screws supplied.

6.4 Secure Fabric Clamps (XHD Bottom Bar)

1. Check the skin is central on the bottom bar.
2. Fasten the inbuilt fabric clamp together with the back cover using the stainless-steel screws supplied.
3. Clip on the front cover for a tidy appearance.
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6.5 Top Stops

6.5.1 Spring Balanced

1. Lower the bottom bar slightly.
2. Place the top stop under the end plate or cast bracket level with the top edge of the channel.

The ridge on the back of the top stop allows easy placement so that it sits flush with the outside
edge of the channel.

3. Using the self-drilling screws supplied, screw the top stops into the channels.
If fitted correctly the top stop will prevent the blind from rolling out from the track.

6.5.2 Motorised

1. Lower the bottom bar slightly.
2. Place the top stop under the end plate or cast bracket level with the top edge of the channel.
3. For motorised blinds, the top stop should sit flush with the inner edge of the track.

This will prevent the motor from pushing the bottom bar past the top stop and prevent the blind
from rolling out from the track.

4. Using the self-drilling screws supplied, screw the top stops into the channels.

6.6 Bottom Stops (Spring Balanced – central locking only)

1. Lower the blind from the centre of the bottom bar until it meets the ground or another mechanical stop,
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leave the blind in this position.
If the bottom surface is unlevel, do not force one end of the bottom bar down.
The bottom bar should remain level to ensure the skin does not develop creases.

2. Place the bottom stops above the bottom bar guide and mark the correct position.
Leave about 1mm to the side of the bottom bar guide and 1mm above the locking tongue.

3. Raise the bottom bar up.
4. Using the self-drilling screws provided, secure the bottom stops into place on both sides.
5. Raise and lower the blind to ensure the bottom stops operate correctly.
6. For applications where a blind does not rest on a bottom surface track bottom caps are available as a

stopping point for the bottom bar.

NOTE: These need to be installed prior to the track mounting process.

6.7 Face Fix Bottom Stops

For face fix applications where the central locking mechanism is on the opposite side of the roll a specially
designed bottom stop is required due to the limited space between the channel and the face fix angle.

1. Lower the blind.
2. Working on the outside of the blind, place the face fix bottom stop against the channel leaving a 1mm

gap between the edge of the bottom bar guide.
If required, cut along the slots of the face fix bottom stop to adjust to the correct the width.

3. Place a mark 50mm from the base and 16mm in from the edge of the bottom bar guide.
4. Drill a 6mm hole through to the other side of the channel.
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5. Insert the face fix stopper between the face fix channel and the post and secure in place with the
supplied screw.

6. Repeat on the other side.

7. Close Pelmet

7.1 Streamline Pelmet – 2 Part Pelmet

1. Check the mounted top/back and front pelmet covers have the brush installed with holding strings
removed.

2. Lift the front cover into the top/back cover.
3. Align the front cover against the end plates.
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4. On the bottom of the front cover, mark the fixing points at 10mm in from the end plate on both ends of
the pelmet.

5. With a 4mm drill bit, pre-drill both holes.
6. Insert and pop the rivets into place to secure.

7.2 Streamline Pelmet REAR LOADING – 3 Part Pelmet (less than
3000mm)

1. Check the top/back and front pelmet covers have the brush installed with holding strings removed.
2. Lift the back-pelmet cover into the mounted top and front covers.
3. Align with the top cover and end plates.
4. With a 4mm drill bit, pre-drill two fixing points at both ends of the back-pelmet cover.
5. Insert and pop two 4mm rivets into place to secure.

7.3 Streamline Pelmet REAR LOADING – 3 Part Pelmet (over
3000mm wide)

For blinds wider than 3000mm, marks for the placement of internal brackets is marked on the top/front pelmet
covers.

1. From the rear opening, slide the brackets into the slots in the top pelmet cover.
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2. Rotate from left to right until secured.

3. Mark the final position of the internal pelmet bracket(s) onto the outside of the top pelmet cover.

4. Lift the back-pelmet cover into the mounted top and front pelmet covers.
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5. Align with the top over and end plates.
6. With a 4mm drill bit, predrill two fixing points at both ends of the back-pelmet cover.
7. Insert and pop two 4mm rivets into place to secure the back cover.
8. On the back cover of a 165mm pelmet, measure 45mm down from the top cover and place a mark

where the internal bracket(s) are placed.
9. On the back cover of a 135mm pelmet, measure 38mm down from the top cover and place a mark

where the internal bracket(s) are placed.
10. To avoid damaging the blind, set the 4mm drill bit at a maximum length of 15mm.

Lower the blind before fixing to further reduce the risk of damage.
11. Predrill the bracket fixing points.
12. Insert and pop 4mm rivets into place to secure the internal brackets to the pelmet.

7.4 Traditional Pelmet

1. Insert the front pelmet cover into the top groove of the back cover.
1. Align the front cover against the end plates.
2. With a 4mm drill bit, drill holes at both end of the pelmet.
3. Insert and pop 4mm rivets to secure the front and back pelmet covers.

For pelmets over 2500mm wide or located in windy environments, careful installation of a
middle rivet securing the front and back is recommended.

8. Lubrication and User Guide

8.1 Lubrication

If not already applied during the track mounting and checking operation process, spray a liberal amount of
food grade silicon spray (Helmar H4000) to the left- and right-hand tracks on either the front or back of the
blind.
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Leave a User Guide with the customer
Please ensure every customer receives a Ziptrak® User Guide. It provides vital information about how to use
and maintain the system. 
PDF copies of this document are also available for download at www.ziptrak.com.au or via the Trade Hub.
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